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We present a stochastic equation to model the erosion of topography with fixed inclination.
inclination causes the erosion to be anisotropic. A zero-order consequence of the anisotropy i
dependence of the prefactor of the surface height-height correlations on direction. The lowest hig
order contribution from the anisotropy is studied by applying the dynamic renormalization group.
this case, assuming an inhomogenous distribution of soil material, we find a one-loop estimate o
roughness exponents. The predicted exponents are in good agreement with new measurements
from seafloor topography. [S0031-9007(98)06072-4]
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The rich complexity of the Earth’s surface, both o
land and beneath the sea, is the result of physical mec
nisms ranging from tectonic motion to surficial erosio
[1,2]. Despite this variation, however, geologic surfac
show a certain degree of universality: they may often
characterized asself-affine[3,4] over some range of length
scales. This means that, ifhs $x, t0d is the height of the sur-
face at position$x at some timet0, then the “roughness,”
measured by the height-height static correlation functi
Cs $xd  kfhs $x, t0d 2 hs0, t0dg2l1y2, grows asxa , wherea

is called theroughness exponent[4]. Empirical measure-
ments ofa are numerous. While many indicate thata

is small (0.30 , a , 0.55) [5,6], a number of other mea-
surements show it to be large (0.70 , a , 0.85) [6–8].
Moreover, some measurements indicate thata crosses over
from large to small values as length scales become gre
than approximately 1 km [6]. Motivated by these find
ings, we propose that the large values ofa at small length
scales may be explained by the influence of a preferred
rection—downhill—for the flux of eroded material. We
derive an anisotropic noisy diffusion equation to descri
erosion at the small length scales where the preferred
rection is fixed throughout space. Under the addition
assumptions that the flux of eroded material increases w
increasing distance downslope and that the dominant
fects of noise are fixed in space, we find, using the d
namic renormalization group (DRG), a first-order estima
of the roughness exponents. New measurements of
own, made from the topography of the continental slope
the coast of Oregon, are in good agreement with our p
dictions. We find that our anisotropic theory significant
enriches previous isotropic continuum models [9,10] f
two reasons. First, it predicts that correlations differ
different directions, and second, it predicts that these c
relations decay quantitatively differently than they do fo
isotropic topography.

Figure 1 depicts the framework for our theory: a surfa
h on a two-dimensional substrate. We refer toh generi-
cally by the termlandscape, and note that its inclination is
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fixed. The unit vectoreh is the “growth” direction, which
is measured downwards from the top of the slope. T
preferred, downhill, direction is given by the unit vecto
ek, while e' represents a vector perpendicular toek and
eh. Later, when applying the DRG, we will generaliz
with landscapes on ad-dimensional substrate; in this cas
e' represents the subspace of all directions perpendicu
to ek andeh, and has the dimensiond 2 1. The configu-
ration is completed by selecting fixed boundary conditio
at the top of the slope,xk  0, or by imposing the sym-
metryxk ! 2xk.

Because of the preferred directionek in Fig. 1, the
statistical properties ofh may be anisotropic. Thus, if
h is self-affine, we expect different roughness expone
for correlations measured in each of the directionsek and
e'. Thus, we defineak anda' such thatCksxkd , x

ak

k

for correlations along a fixed transect$x0
'  const, and

C's $x'd , x
a'

' for correlations along a fixed transectx0
k 

const, where in generalak fi a'. These relations can be
summarized in the single scaling form

Csxk, $x'd , bak Csb21xk, b2zk $x'd , (1)

wherezk is the anisotropy exponent. The exponentsak

anda' are related througha'  akyzk. The exponent
zk accounts for the different rescaling factors along t

FIG. 1. Schematic configuration of an anisotropic landsca
for the cased  2.
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two main directions. Since the space is anisotropic, w
performing a scale change, we must rescalexk and $x'

by different factorsbk and b', respectively, if we are to
recover a surface with the same statistical properties.
assume in our model thatzk  logb'y logbk  const.

We seek a single stochastic equation for the la
scape heighth. Whereas others [9] have advocated t
now classical, isotropic, nonconservative interface grow
equation due to Kardar, Parisi, and Zhang (KPZ) [11],
assume here that the underlying soil is locally conser
such that

≠th  2= ? $J 1 h , (2)

where $J is the current of soil per unit length. The so
however, is not globally conserved, since it is lost at
bottom boundary. We also allow local conservation
be broken by the addition of a stochastic noise termh,
discussed below.

Physically, the current$J is expected to reflect two
effects. First, we expect a local isotropic diffusin
component, tending to smooth out the surface. Seco
we expect an average global flow of dragged soil, direc
mainly downhill. Thus, we postulate the following form
for the current:

$J  2n=h 2 G=kh . (3)

The first term corresponds to Fick’s law for diffusio
and represents the isotropic relaxational dynamics of
soil. The second term represents the average flow
soil that is dragged downhill, due to either the flow
water or the scouring of the surface by the flow of t
soil itself. The direction of this term is given by th
vector =kh ; ≠khek. The termG plays the role of an
anomalous anisotropic diffusivity.In order to gain insight
into the role of G, consider the case in which erosio
results from the stress exerted on the soil bed by
overland flowq of water, whereq is the volumetric flow
rate through the unit area perpendicular to the direct
of steepest descent. The greaterq is, the stronger the
stress is [12]. Moreover, sinceq flows downhill, it
increases with distance downslope. Thus,G must be
an increasing function ofxk. Since the fixed inclination
implies thath increases withxk, we choose to parametriz
the anomalous diffusion as a function of the height su
that G ; Gshd [12]. Defining Gshd  l0 1 gshd, with
gs0d  0 and Gshd 

R
gshddh, we substitute Eq. (3)

into (2). Since gshd≠kh  fdGshdydhg≠kh  ≠kGshd,
where we have used the chain rule for the second equa
we obtain

≠th  nk≠
2
kh 1 n'=2

'h 1 ≠
2
kGshd 1 h , (4)

wheren'  n andnk  n 1 l0.
Even in the absence on any nonlinearity, fundame

conclusions may be drawn from (4). By settingg  0
(i.e., by consideringGshd  l0 ; const), we obtain a
linear equation which is an anisotropic counterpart of
Edwards-Wilkinson equation [4]. In can then be eas
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shown [4] that the correlation functions along the ma
directions ek and e' are inversely proportional to the
square root of the diffusivitiesnk and n', respectively,
that is, C'yCk , snkyn'd1y2. In other words, since
the preferred direction givesnk . n', the topography
is quantitatively rougher, at all scales and by the sam
factor, in the perpendicular direction than in the parall
direction.

In order to obtain more information on the scalin
properties of Eq. (4), we have studied it using the DR
Assuming thatGshd is an analytical function, we can
perform a Taylor expansion in powers ofh. Since all
odd powers ofh must vanish in order to preserve th
joint symmetryh ! 2h, $J ! 2 $J in Eq. (2), we are left
at the lowest order withgshd . l2h2. By dimensional
analysis one can check that all the terms in this expans
are relevant under rescaling. However, the fluxQsxkd of
the erosive agent (water or soil) flowing on the surfa
should grow no faster thanQsxkd , xd

k . Then, taking
h , xk, we find that the terms ingshd should be of the
order of hd or less. Specializing to the case ofd  2
(i.e., real surfaces), we then find it reasonable to trunc
g at second order, such that Eq. (4) takes the form

≠th  nk≠
2
kh 1 n'=2

'h 1
l

3
≠

2
ksh3d 1 h , (5)

where l  l2. Note that Eq. (5) differs from the
anisotropic driven diffusion equation of Hwa and Karda
[13] because the form of our current$J is suggested not
only by symmetry arguments, but also by the physics
erosion.

We now address the issue of noise. We distingui
two different sources. First, we may allow a term
of “annealed” noisehts $x, td, depending on time and
position, and describing a random, external forcing, d
to, for example, inhomogeneous rainfall. We assume t
this noise is isotropic, Gaussian distributed, with ze
mean, and uncorrelated such thatkhts $x, tdhts $x0, t0dl 
2Dtd

sdds$x 2 $x0ddst 2 t0d. Second, we may have a term
of “quenched” noise to account for the heterogeneity
the soil, mimicking the variations in the erodibility o
the landscape [8]. We represent this randomness b
source of Gaussianstatic noise hss $xd, with correlations
khss $xdhss $x0dl  2Dsdsdds$x 2 $x0d. This form of noise has
been previously proposed to model soil heterogeneity
cellular automata models of fluvial networks [14]. In th
following we consider the limits (i)hs  0 (Ds ø Dt),
corresponding to a situation of random external forcin
and homogeneous composition of soil, and (ii)ht  0
(Ds ¿ Dt), representing the limit in which the externa
forcing is constant and the most essential source of no
is the inhomogeneous composition of the soil.

Application of the DRG follows the procedure used i
Refs. [13,15]. In Fourier space we proceed by integrati
over the shell of large wave vectorsLe2l , k , L,
where L is the wave vector upper cutoff andel is
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the rescaling factor, and by subsequently rescaling
system back to its original size through the transformat
$x' ! el $x', xk ! elz' xk, h ! ela' h, and t ! elz' t.
The anisotropy is explicitly included in the expone
z' ; z

21
k . To the lowest order in perturbation theor

both limits (i) and (ii) above provide the same form f
the renormalization group flow equations:

dnk

dl
 nksz' 2 2z' 1 l̄id,

dn'

dl
 n'sz' 2 2d ,

dl

dl
 lsz' 1 2a' 2 2z' 2

3
2

l̄id ,

dDi

dl
 Diskiz' 2 2a' 2 z' 2 d 1 1d ,

where i  t, s stands for the limits (i) and (ii)
above, respectively. Herēli is an effective cou-
pling constant, depending on the type of nois
l̄t  lDtKd21Ld22y2n

3y2
k n

1y2
' in (i), and l̄s 

lDsKd21Ld24y2n
3y2
k n

3y2
' in (ii), with Kd  Sdys2pdd

and Sd the surface area of ad-dimensional unit sphere
The value of the correction factorki is kt  1 and
ks  2. The flow equations forn' and Di are exact to
all orders in the perturbation expansion [13,16]. Th
provide us with the exact resultz'  2 [17]. The
effective coupling flows under rescaling as

dl̄i

dl
 l̄is´i 2 3l̄id , (6)

where´i  dsid
c 2 d, anddsid

c is the critical dimension for
each particular limit,dstd

c  2 and dssd
c  4. The stable

fixed points of (6) arēlp
i  0 for d . dsid

c andl̄
p
i  ´iy3

for d , dsid
c . For d . dsid

c the critical exponents attain in
both limits their mean-field valuesaMF

'  0, z
MF
'  1,

andzMF
'  2. On the other hand, ford , dsid

c , the critical
exponents computed at first order in the´ expansion are

a'sid 
5´i

12
, z'sid  1 1

´i

6
. (7)

The physically relevant dimension for erosion isd  2.
In the limit of thermal noise this corresponds to the critic
dimension. By continuity, the exponents area'  ak 
0 and z'  zk  1. This result is consistent with a fla
landscape, with logarithmic corrections to the roughn
[4]. However, we still expect anisotropy to appear
the prefactor of the correlation functionsCk and C', as
argued above. On the other hand, in the limit of sta
noise we are below the critical dimension, and (7)
applicable. Substitutinǵs  2 we obtain the roughnes
exponents

a' 
5
6

. 0.83, ak 
a'

z'


5
8

. 0.63 . (8)

The values (8) predicted fora' and ak are in rea-
sonable agreement with previous measures made at s
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length scales [6,7]. However, these measurements w
either averaged over all directions or the direction of t
measurements was not reported. Thus, to check our
sults with a natural landscape that has an unambigu
preferred direction, we have analyzed digital bathymet
maps of the continental slope off the coast of Orego
In this case the slope results from the relatively abru
increase in the depth of the seafloor as the contine
shelf gives way to the deeper continental rise. Figure 2
shows one portion of this region. Here the main featu
of the topography is a deep incision called asubmarine
canyon. In this region, submarine canyons are thoug
to have resulted from seepage-induced slope failure [1
which occurs when excess pore pressure within the m
rial overcomes the gravitational and friction forces on t
surface of the material, causing the slope to become un
ble. Slope instabilities then create submarine avalanch

FIG. 2. (a) Digital map of a submarine canyon off the coa
of Oregon, located at coordinates44±400 N, 125±450 W. The
vertical axis represents the depth below sea level. Distan
are measured in meters. (b) Height-height correlation functio
computed along the parallel (Ck) and perpendicular (C')
directions. Solid lines are least-squares fits to the scal
region.
4351
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which themselves can erode the slope as they s
downwards.

Figure 2(b) shows the height-height correlation fun
tions Ck and C' corresponding, respectively, to th
parallel and perpendicular directions of the seafloor top
raphy in Fig. 2(a). The computation ofC' follows from
its definition but the computation ofCk requires some com-
ment. The fluctuations measured byCk must be defined
with respect to an appropriate average profile. Briefly, o
expects that geologic processes other than erosion (
tectonic stresses) are responsible for long-wavelen
deformation in the parallel direction. We may estima
such systematic corrections by computing the mean pro
in the parallel direction:havsxkd  L21

'

R
dx'hsxk, x'd.

We then computeCk from the fluctuations of the de
trended surfacẽh  h 2 havsxkd. From both Ck and
C' we find that the least-squares estimates of
roughness exponents,ak . 0.67 and a' . 0.78, ex-
hibit a surprisingly good fit to our theoretical predic
tions (8).

We have also measuredCk and C' in some desert
environments. In these cases (not shown), we did
obtain conclusive power law scaling, but we alwa
found C'yCk . 1, as predicted by the linear theory
Thus, while the example of Fig. 2 may be in som
sense specialized, one of our main predictions—that
topography in the perpendicular direction is rougher th
the topography in the parallel direction—seems to be
fairly general validity.

In conclusion, we note that the main elements of o
theory are the conservation of the eroded material, r
domness of either the landscape or the forcing, and
presence of a preferred direction for the material tra
port. The latter assumption leads to an anisotropic eq
tion that applies, in principle, to any erosive process w
the appropriate lack of symmetry. In the usual geolo
ical setting, however, the anisotropy applies specifica
to a surface of fixed inclination which, in turn, implie
that our theory should apply only locally, to the relative
small scales where the preferred direction of transpor
approximately constant. Because the anisotropy sho
vanish at large length scales, these large scale feat
should be presumably described by an isotropic theo
such as the KPZ equation [9,11]. Indeed, the KPZ eq
tion predicts exponents that are approximately consis
with large scale observations. Since these predictions
fer from ours, it may be possible to use our results
distinguish statistically between features of the landsc
due to erosion and features due to larger-scale proces
such as tectonic deformation.
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